
DESK MANAGEMENT

With BrightBooking Desk Management, everyone can easily find and book the right workplace. If 

desired, nearby a colleague. It helps effectively with the optimal availability of all flexible workplaces. 

Thanks to Desk Management, flexible working gets the desired added value.

MAPPING

BrightBooking Mapping visualises BrightBooking Room and/or Desk Management. It is an interactive 

map with a clear overview of all available, booked and occupied (work)places in a department or floor. It 

has also the possibility to make a direct booking of course.

DIGITAL RECEPTION

BrightBooking Digital Reception provides a professional and modern self-registration of visitors without 

the need for personnel. With an immediate overview of who is or has been in the building. Moreover, the 

organization also complies with the GDPR requirements of visitor registration.

WAYFINDER

With the BrightBooking Wayfinder you can see at a glance in which direction the meeting rooms are 

located and which upcoming meetings are planned. Thanks to the Wayfinder, customers, guests and 

visitors find their way within the building clearly and quickly.

ROOM MANAGEMENT

With BrightBooking Room Management, everyone can easily find and book a suitable meeting room. It 

helps effectively with the optimal use of all rooms. Thanks to Room Management, searching for a room 

and distortions during a meeting belong to the past.
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CATERING & SERVICES MANAGEMENT

With BrightBooking Catering & Services Management, catering and other services can be facilitated 

before, during and/or after the meeting. It is an ideal addition to BrightBooking Room Management and 

ensures that all peripheral issues around a meeting are perfectly organized.



LICENSES & PRICES

1. Room Manager & App per room:

2. Desk Manager & App per desk:

3. Wayfinder per screen:

4. Mapping per screen:

5. Catering & Services Management per room:

6. Digital Reception per location:

• All licenses are per year
• All licenses are including updates and web hosting
• All prices are end user list prices and exclusive VAT
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APP

The innovative and unique BrightBooking App is the ideal mobile assistant. Book a room or workplace 

simply and quickly, always and everywhere. Five minutes before the reservation expires, the organiser of 

the meeting will receive a notification, with the possibility to extend immediately, if the schedule allows.

INTEGRATION

BrightBooking can be linked to Exchange, Office 365, Google G Suite and multiple FMIS systems such 

as Planon, Facilitor, Axxerion, Topdesk and IDPMS-Hotel Concepts. The integration with Outlook and G 

Suite even goes into the personal agenda!

DETECTION

BrightBooking Detection makes BrightBooking Room and Desk Management even more intelligent. A 

smart sensor detects whether the organizer actually appears and sends a reminder if necessary. The 

sensor may cancel the reservation and the desk or room is bookable again. It is even possible to work 

with automatic occupancy detection. This makes reservations unnecessary.

PORTAL

The BrightBooking Portal is the heart of the software and is included within every license. All (customer-

specific) settings are captured here. In addition, various analytics functionalities, reservation timelines 

and no-show overviews within the portal provide valuable information about the use of the rooms and 

workplaces.
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